Exhibitions at The Phillips Collection, 1919-1998


This document includes names and dates of exhibitions created by and/or shown at The Phillips Collection. Most entries also include the number of works in each show and brief description of related published materials.

1919


1920


1921

Phillips organized no exhibitions in 1921, spending most of his time preparing for the opening of his gallery. He showed his collection by scheduled appointment only.

1922


1923
During 1923 no special exhibitions were arranged, but selections from the collection remained on view. After purchasing Renoir’s *Luncheon of the Boating Party* in the summer of 1923, Phillips displayed it as the highlight of an installation that autumn.

1924

PMG.1924.1  "Exhibition of Recent Decorative Paintings by Augustus Vincent Tack." Main Gallery. Mar. 26-Apr. 26. 16 works. Cat. with essay by DP.

PMG.1924.2*  "Exhibition of Paintings by American Artists Lent by the Phillips Memorial Gallery." BMA, Baltimore. Nov. 6-30. 30 works. Cat.

1925


PMG.1925.7  [Opening Exhibition of the Season 1925-26]. By Nov. 1. Partially reconstructed chklst.

PMG.1925.8  "Exhibition of Paintings by Bernard Karfiol." Little Gallery. Dec. 12-26. 10 works. Cat. with introduction by DP.

1926

introduction by DP.

PMG.1926.2  "Exhibition of Paintings by Eleven Americans and an Important Work by Odilon Redon." Little Gallery. Feb. 1-28. 15 works. Cat. with introduction by DP.

PMG.1926.3  "Exhibition of Recent Paintings by Maurice Sterne." Little Gallery. Mar. 1-31. 9 works. Cat. with essay by DP.

PMG.1926.4  "Exhibition of Recent Paintings by Marjorie Phillips." Little Gallery. Apr. 6-May 2. 12 works. Cat. with essay by DP.


PMG.1926.6  "Exhibition of Paintings by George Luks." Little Gallery. Nov. 2-29. 6 works. Cat. with essay by DP.

PMG.1926.7  "Exhibition of Paintings by Jerome Myers." Little Gallery. Dec. 4-28. 9 works. Cat. with essay by DP.

1927


PMG.1927.2a-c  "Tri-Unit Exhibition of Paintings and Sculpture." Feb. 5 through April. Cat. with essay by DP.

2a  "Sensibility and Simplification in Ancient Sculpture and Contemporary Painting." Main Gallery. 32 works.


2c  "Great Painters: 15th to 20th Centuries." Lower Gallery. 21 works.

PMG.1927.3*  "An Exhibition of Expressionist Painters from the Experiment Station of the Phillips Memorial Gallery." BMA, Baltimore. Apr. 8-May 1. 39 works. Cat. with essay by DP.

PMG.1927.4*  "American Themes by American Painters Lent by the Phillips Memorial Gallery."
Friends of Art, Baltimore. Apr. 12-May 3. 16 works. Cat. with essay by DP.

PMG.1927.5  "Exhibition of Recent Paintings by Marjorie Phillips." Little Gallery. May 1-31. 11 works. Cat.

PMG.1927.6  "Intimate Decorations: Chiefly Paintings of Still Life in New Manners by Matisse, Braque, Hartley, Man Ray, Kuhn, O'Keeffe, Knaths and Others." Little Gallery. Nov. 1-29. 15 works. Cat. with essay by DP.


1928

PMG.1928.1a-c  "Tri-Unit Exhibition of Paintings and Sculpture." Feb. [?]-May 1. Cat. with essays by DP.

1a  "Contemporary American Painting." Main Gallery. 38 works.

1b  "American Old Masters." Little Gallery. 12 works.

1c  "A Survey of French Painting from Chardin to Derain." Lower Gallery. 29 works.


PMG.1928.4a-c  "Tri-Unit Exhibition of Paintings and Sculpture." Oct. [?] 1928-Jan. [?] 1929. Cat. with essays by DP.

4a  "Art is International." Main Gallery. 20 works.


4c  "Art is Symbolical." Lower Gallery. 36 works.

PMG.1928.5*  "An Exhibition of Paintings Lent by the Phillips Memorial Gallery, Washington: French Paintings from Daumier to Derain and Contemporary American Paintings." The Art
1929


PMG.1929.2 "A Retrospective Exhibition of Paintings by Arthur B. Davies." Lower Gallery Transept. Feb. 2-June 1. 19 works. Cat. with essay by DP.


PMG.1929.5 "Recent Paintings by Marjorie Phillips." Little Gallery. Apr. 6-May 28. 17 works. Cat.

PMG.1929.6a-b "First Tri-Unit Exhibition of the Season of 1929-30." Cat. with essays by DP.


PMG.1929.8* "Five Pictures Loaned to the Public Library by the Phillips Memorial Gallery." Central Public Library, Washington, D.C. Ca. Dec. 8-29. 5 works. Cat.

1930

PMG.1930.1a-c "Second Tri-Unit Exhibition of the Season of 1929-30." Cat. with essays by DP.

1a "Sources of Modern Art." Main Gallery. Mar. 9-[June ?]. 19 works.

1b "Decorations by Augustus Vincent Tack." Lower Gallery. Mar. 9-[June ?]. 20 works.


PMG.1930.2* [Five Pictures Loaned to the Public Library by the Phillips Memorial Gallery]. Central


PMG.1930.4* "Exhibition of a Selected Group of Paintings from the Phillips Memorial Gallery." Century, New York. Mar. 16-31. Traveled to the Carnegie, Pittsburgh, Apr. 8-May 18; the Rochester (N.Y.) Memorial Art Gallery, June 4-Sept. 5. 22 works (43 in Rochester). Cat. with foreword by DP.


PMG.1930.8 "America from Eakins to Kantor." Oct. 5, 1930-Jan. 25, 1931. 43 works (with substitutions). Cat.


1931

PMG.1931.1* [An Exhibition of Sixteen Paintings by Contemporary Modernists from the Phillips Memorial Gallery]. Traveling exhibition circulated by the AFA. 10 venues, Feb. 1-Sept. 30. 16 works. Chklst.

PMG.1931.2 "Modern Art and Its Sources." Feb. 2-[June?]. 17 works. Cat.

PMG.1931.3 "Romance and Satire of the 19th Century." Feb. 2-[June?]. 14 works. Cat.

PMG.1931.4 "Pictorial Language of the People Direct and Spontaneous, or Stylized by Sophisticated Admirers of the Primitive." Ca. Feb. 2-Apr. 5. 9 works. Cat.

PMG.1931.5 "Twentieth Century Lyricism." Ca. Feb. 2-Apr. 5. 10 works. Cat.

PMG.1931.6 "Decorative Panels by Augustus Vincent Tack." Feb. 2-[June?]. Announcement.


PMG.1931.8 "French Painting from Manet to Derain." Feb. 2-[June?]. 17 works. Cat.

PMG.1931.9 "Foreign and American Contemporaries." Feb. 2-[June?]. 10 works. Cat.


PMG.1931.12 "Recent Paintings by Harold Weston." Mar. 1-31. 16 works. Cat.

PMG.1931.13 "Harold Weston." Ca. Apr. 5-May 3. 10 works. Cat.

PMG.1931.14 "Betty Lane." Ca. Apr. 5-May 3. 20 works. Cat.

PMG.1931.15 "John Marin." By Apr. 5-[June?]. 10 works. Cat.

PMG.1931.16 "Recent Paintings by Marjorie Phillips." May 3-31. 12 works. Cat.


PMG.1931.18* [Twenty-three Paintings from the Phillips Memorial Gallery]. Traveling exhibition circulated by the AFA. 8 venues, after Sept. 23, 1931-June 14, 1932. 23 works. Chklst.

PMG.1931.19 "Where Classic and Romantic Meet in Painting." Sept. 27, 1931-Jan. [?], 1932. 9 works. Cat. with essay by DP.


PMG.1931.21 "Old Masters of the 19th Century." Sept. 27, 1931-Jan. [?], 1932. 25 works. Cat. with essay by DP.

PMG.1931.22 "Two Decorators." Sept. 27, 1931-Jan. [?], 1932. 5 works. Cat. with essay by DP.


PMG.1931.25 "Un-Selfconscious America." Sept. 27, 1931-Jan. [?], 1932. 14 works. Cat. with essay by DP.

PMG.1931.26 "From Palestine-to Russia-to Rome-to Paris-to New York." Sept. 27, 1931-Jan. [?], 1932. 10 works. Cat. with essay by DP.


Partially reconstructed chklst.

PMG.1931.31  [Gallery School Exhibition of Oil Paintings]. By Nov. 15. Partially reconstructed chklst.

PMG.1931.32  [Watercolors by Betty Lane]. By Nov. 15. Review.


1932

PMG.1932.1  "Calligraphic Decoration by Picasso and Karl Knaths." January. 11 works. Cat.


PMG.1932.3  "Daumier and Ryder." Feb. [?-]Mar. [?]. 13 works. Cat.


PMG.1932.5  "Recent Paintings by Walt Kuhn." Feb. [?-]Mar. [?]. 10 works. Cat. with essay by DP.


PMG.1932.7  "American and European Abstractions." Feb. [?-]June [?]. 10 works. Cat. with essay by DP.

PMG.1932.8  "Decorations by Augustus Vincent Tack." Feb. [?-]June [?]. 16 works. Cat.


PMG.1932.11  "Recent Paintings by Sewell Johnson." April. 16 works. Cat. with essay by DP.

PMG.1932.12  "Memorial Exhibition of Robert Spencer." Apr. [?-]May [?]. 11 works. Cat. with essay by DP.

PMG.1932.13  [Group Exhibition of Works by Local Painters]. Apr. 15-June 1. 50 works. Cat.


PMG.1932.15*  [Five Pictures Loaned to the Public Library by the Phillips Memorial Gallery]. Central Public Library, Washington, D.C. By Oct. 9. 5 works. Chklst.

PMG.1932.16*  "School of Impressionism." Traveling exhibition circulated by the AFA. 4 venues, Nov. 15, 1932-Feb. 28, 1933. 24 works. Chklst.

1933

PMG.1933.1a-c "Freshness of Vision in Painting." Nov. 5, 1933-Feb. 15, 1934. 39 works. Cat. with essays by DP.

1a "Freshness of Vision: Classic and Romantic." 8 works.


1c "Freshness of Vision in Painting: Louis Eilshemius." 8 works.

PMG.1933.2 "Development of Modern Landscape and Still Life." Nov. 5, 1933-Feb. 15, 1934. 8 works. Cat.

PMG.1933.3 "Pierre Bonnard." Nov. 5, 1933-Feb. 15, 1934. 5 works. Cat.

PMG.1933.4 "Decorations of Augustus Vincent Tack." Nov. 5, 1933-Feb. 15, 1934. Announcement.

PMG.1933.5 "Modern Idioms-Lyrical and Impersonal." Nov. 5, 1933-Feb. 15, 1934. 9 works. Cat.

PMG.1933.6 "Pictures of People." Nov. 5, 1933-Feb. 15, 1934. 45 works. Cat.

PMG.1933.7* [Paintings by Modern French and American Artists]. Central Public Library, Washington, D.C. By Nov. 15. Review.


1934


PMG.1934.2 [Recent Paintings by Eugene and Leonid Berman]. Ca. May 20-June 1. Review.


reconstructed chklst.

1935

PMG.1935.1* "Contemporary American and European Paintings from The Phillips Memorial Gallery Selected by Mr. Phillips to Show the 'Center' of the Recent Art Movement Rather than Extreme 'Right' or 'Left.'" Traveling exhibition circulated by the AFA. 12 venues, Oct. 6, 1935-Feb. 2, 1937. Partially reconstructed chklst.

PMG.1935.2 "Autumn Exhibition Selected from the Work of Artists from Washington, Virginia, Maryland." Nov. 16, 1935-Jan. 1, 1936. 125 works. Cat. with introduction by DP.

1936


PMG.1936.3 "Autumn Exhibition Selected from the Work of Artists from Washington, Virginia, Maryland." Nov. 21-Dec. 20. 132 works. Cat.

1937


PMG.1937.2 "An Exhibition of Drawings by American Artists of Past and Present from the Collection of John Davis Hatch, Jr." Feb. 8-28. 34 works. Cat.


PMG.1937.4 "Retrospective Exhibition of Works in Various Media by Arthur G. Dove." Mar. 23-Apr. 18 (watercolor section closed by Apr. 15). 57 works. Cat. with essay by DP.

PMG.1937.5 [Self-Portrait by Rembrandt on Loan from the Hans Schaeffer Galleries of New York]. By Mar. 28. 1 work. Review.


PMG.1937.8  "An Exhibition of Drawings, Etchings and Watercolors by Reynolds Beal." May 4-18. 27 works. Cat.

PMG.1937.9  "Exhibition of Watercolor, Pen and Pencil Studies For Paintings by Robert Franklin Gates." May 4-June 15. 76 works. Chklst.


1938

PMG.1938.1  "Constantin Guys." Jan. 9-31. 40 works. Cat. with essay by DP.


PMG.1938.6  "Picasso and Marin." Apr. 10-May 1. 46 works. Cat. with essays by DP.

PMG.1938.7  "Scenes from the Italian Quarter of New York City in Water Color by Frank di Gioia." May. 16 works. Partially reconstructed chklst.


PMG.1938.13*  "Thirty American Paintings By Thirty Contemporary Artists Lent by the Phillips Memorial Gallery and Circulated by The American Federation of Arts." Traveling exhibition circulated by the AFA. Undetermined number of venues, Dec. 8, 1938-May 12, 1940. 30 works. Chklst.


1939


PMG.1939.4  "Paintings by Edouard Vuillard." Jan. 22-Feb. 22. 19 works. Cat.

PMG.1939.5  "Mural Studies and Other Drawings for the Recently Completed Fresco 'Conservation of American Wildlife' in the Department of the Interior by Henry


PMG.1939.7* [Paintings by the Impressionists Lent by the Phillips Memorial Gallery]. Arts Club of Washington, D.C. Mar. 5-24. 18 works. Chklst.

PMG.1939.8 "Mary Elizabeth Partridge: Exhibition of Watercolors." Mar. 5-30. 41 works. Cat.

PMG.1939.9 "An Exhibition of Paintings by David Burliuk." Mar. 29-Apr. 13. 22 works. Cat. with essay by DP.

PMG.1939.10 [Paintings by William Calfee]. By Apr. 2. Review.


PMG.1939.15 "Landscapes of Nowhere and Everywhere by Elisabeth Poe." May 7-June 7. 56 works. Cat. with essay by C. Law Watkins.


PMG.1939.18 "Watercolors and Oils by John Gernand." Nov. 7-27. 33 works. Cat. with essay by John Gernand.


PMG.1939.21  "Christmas Sales Exhibition: Artists of Washington, Maryland and Vicinity" [Fifth Annual]. Dec. 6-27. 88 works. Cat.


1940


PMG.1940.3  "Mary Elizabeth Partridge: Watercolors." Feb. 18-Mar. 8. 35 works. Cat.


PMG.1940.5  "Twelve Examples of Projects Executed in the Art School in the Course of Karl Knaths." Mar. 10-Apr. 1. Announcement.

PMG.1940.6  "Great Modern Drawings." Apr. 7-May 7. 53 works. Cat.


PMG.1940.8  "Photographs: Twenty Portraits of Men by Ferdinand Vogel." May 19-June 16. 20 works. Partially reconstructed checklist.

PMG.1940.9  "Drawings and Watercolors from the Permanent Collection." May 19-June 16. Partially reconstructed checklist.

PMG.1940.10  "An Exhibition of Recent Work by the Staff and Alumni of The Phillips Gallery Art School." Oct. 6-20. Partially reconstructed checklist.

PMG.1940.12  "Christmas Sales Exhibition: Artists of Washington, Maryland and Vicinity" [Sixth Annual]. Nov. 24-Dec. 27. Ca. 85 works. Cat.

Traveling exhibition organized by the IMA-Boston. 3 venues, Nov. 6, 1940-Mar. 24, 1941. 79 works. Cat. with preface by James S. Plaut and introduction by Lionello Venturi.


1941


PMG.1941.2  "Drawings and Sculpture by Henri Gaudier-Brzeska." Jan. 19-Feb. 4. 20 works.
 Chklst.


PMG.1941.5*  [Paintings Lent by the Phillips Memorial Gallery]. Central Public Library, Washington, D.C. By Mar. 23. Partially reconstructed chklst.

PMG.1941.6  "Gifford Beal." Apr. 6-23. 49 works. Cat.

PMG.1941.7  "Contemporary British Paintings." Apr. 23-May 3. 75 works. Cat. with introduction by H.S. Ede.


PMG.1941.9  "Paintings by Marjorie Phillips." May 11-June 1. Previously exhibited at Bignou Gallery, New York, Mar. 31-Apr. 18. 28 works. Cats. for both venues.

PMG.1941.10  "Picasso: Etchings, Lithographs, Drawings." May 11-June 1. 36 works. Cat.


PMG.1941.12  "Oils and Watercolors" [by Students and Staff of the Phillips Gallery Art School].


PMG.1941.14  [The Three Musicians (1921) by Pablo Picasso] Nov. 3-Dec. 6. 1 work.

Announcement.


Cat.

1942

PMG.1942.1  "Modern Mexican Painters." Jan. 11-Feb. 1. Traveling exhibition organized by the IMA-Boston. 6 venues, Nov. 18, 1941-July 31, 1942. 43 works. Cat. with notes by James S. Plaut and essay by MacKinley Helm.


Announcement.

PMG.1942.3*  [American Paintings Lent by the Phillips Memorial Gallery]. William Rockhill Nelson Gallery of Art and Mary Atkins Museum of Fine Arts, Kansas City, Mo. February.

Partially reconstructed chklst.

PMG.1942.4  "Exhibition of Tempera Paintings by Jacob Lawrence." Feb. 14-Mar. 3. Partially reconstructed chklst.


Partially reconstructed chklst.


PMG.1942.8  "Exhibition of Pictures by British Children--Painted Recently Under War


PMG.1942.10 "Charles Demuth: Exhibition of Water Colors and Oil Paintings." May 3-25. 56 works. Cat.


PMG.1942.18 "An Exhibition of Paintings by Marc Chagall." Nov. 29, 1942-Jan. 4, 1943. 15 works. Cat.


1943

PMG.1943.1 "Alessandro Magnasco." Jan. 17-Feb. 15. 15 works. Cat. with essay by DP.

PMG.1943.2 "Soutine." Jan. 17-Feb. 15. 23 works. Cat. with essay by DP.


PMG.1943.4 "Paul Wieghardt." Jan. 17-Feb. 15. 21 works. Cat.

PMG.1943.5 "John Gernand." Jan. 17-Feb. 15. 18 works. Cat.
PMG.1943.6  "Aspects of Contemporary Canadian Painting." Jan. 17-Feb. 15. 36 works. Cat. with essay by Bartlett H. Hayes, Jr.

PMG.1943.7  [Paintings by Edward Rosenfeld]. By Feb. 21. Review.


PMG.1943.11  "Twentieth Century Drawings: A Loan Exhibition." Apr. 4-30. 42 works. Cat.


PMG.1943.13  "Student Exhibition." By May 2. Announcement.


PMG.1943.16  "Some Recent Acquisitions." By May 30. 10 works. Chklst.


PMG.1943.24  "Paintings by Marsden Hartley." Oct. 24-Nov. 23. 29 works. Cat. with essay by DP.

PMG.1943.26  "Drawings and Watercolors by Mahonri Young." Oct. 24-Nov. 23. 28 works. Cat.

PMG.1943.27  "Nineteenth and Twentieth Century Prints and Drawings." Oct. 24-Nov. 23. 17 works. Cat.

PMG.1943.28  "Recent Paintings in Gouache by Morris Graves." Dec. 5-26. 19 works. Cat. with essay by DP.


1944


PMG.1944.2  "Contemporary European Masters," Jan. 16-Feb. 9. 21 works. Cat.

PMG.1944.3  "The Cuttoli Tapestries." Jan. 16-Feb. 9. 18 works. Cat. with essay.

PMG.1944.4  "Retrospective Exhibition of Work by Roger de la Fresnaye." Jan. 16-Feb. 15. 29 works. Cat. with essays by Germain Seligmann and DP.

PMG.1944.5  "Drawings and Prints 'From Géricault to Renoir'." Feb. 6-28. Traveling exhibition organized by Galerie St. Etienne, New York. 5 venues, Oct. 8, 1943-Apr. 29, 1944. Partially reconstructed chklst.

PMG.1944.6  "Picasso." Feb. 20-Mar. 20. 4 works. Cat. with essay by Paul Rosenberg.

PMG.1944.7  "Walt Kuhn." Feb. 27-Mar. 27. 15 works. Cat. with essay by DP.

PMG.1944.8  "Karl Knaths." Feb. 27-Mar. 27. 25 works. Cat. with essay by DP.


PMG.1944.11  "The American Paintings of the Phillips Collection." Apr. 9-June 18. Ca. 195 works
(with substitutions; watercolor section closed May 14). Cat. with foreword by DP.


PMG.1944.16 "European Drawings." June 25-Nov. 5. 18 works. Hanging records.

PMG.1944.17 "Paintings by Arthur G. Dove." June 25-Nov. 5. 10 works. Hanging records.


PMG.1944.19 "An Exhibition of Paintings by Bernice Cross." Nov. 5-26. 29 works. Cat.


1945


PMG.1945.3 "Recent Paintings: Karl Knaths." Feb. 4-Mar. 9. 10 works. Hanging records.


PMG.1945.5 "Paintings by Benjamin Kopman." Mar. 18-Apr. 17. 9 works. Hanging records.


PMG.1945.7 "A Loan Exhibition of Paintings by Charles W. Hutson." Apr. 1-30. 17 works. Cat. with essay by Clarence Laughlin.


PMG.1945.9 "Watercolors by Robert Gates and Others." Apr. 18-June 12. 12 works. Hanging
1945

PMG.1945.10 "Watercolors and Small Oils by C. Law Watkins." May 6-June 10. 46 works. Cat. with essay by DP.


PMG.1945.15 "A Loan Exhibition of 52 Drawings for Ariosto's Orlando Furioso by Fragonard." Oct. 21-Nov. 17. 52 works. Cat. with foreword by DP.


1946

PMG.1946.1 "Paintings by Elisabeth Poe." Feb. 10-28. 47 works. Cat. with essay by DP.


PMG.1946.6 "Paintings by Lee Gatch." May 12-June 3. Partially reconstructed chklst.

PMG.1946.7 "Paintings by Louis Schanker." May 12-July 31. 18 works. Cat.

reconstructed chklst.


PMG.1946.11  "A Loan Exhibition of Paintings by Christopher Wood." Dec. 1-26. 22 works. Cat. with essay by DP.


1947


PMG.1947.2  "Exhibition of Paintings by Gifford Beal." Feb. 2-23. 32 works. Cat.


PMG.1947.7  "Recent Paintings by John Gernand." May 4-26. 31 works. Cat.

PMG.1947.8  "Drawings, Prints and Small Paintings From the Collection." June 1-Sept. 22. 42


"Painters of the San Francisco Bay Region." Nov. 2-Dec. 2. 34 works. Cat. with foreword by DP.


"Exhibition of Paintings by Maurice Sterne." Jan. 11-Feb. 3. 12 works. Partially reconstructed chkst.

"Paintings by Vaughn Flannery." Jan. 11-Feb. 3. Announcement.

"Photographs by Clarence Laughlin." Jan. 11-Feb. 3. Announcement.


"Recent Paintings by Karl Knaths." Mar. 7-Apr. 6. 12 works. Cat.

"Recent Paintings by Bernice Cross." Mar. 7-Apr. 6. 12 works. Cat.

"Recent Paintings by John Piper." Mar. 7-Apr. 6. 30 works. Cat.


"Exhibition of Paintings by Marjorie Phillips." May 16-June 15. Previously exhibited at Bignou Gallery, New York, Apr. 30-May 8. 21 works. Cats. for both venues with foreword by DP.

"Some Contemporary American Paintings from the Collection." June 13-Oct. 10. 25
works (27 after July 14). Hanging records.

**PMG.1948.11**  
"Raoul Dufy." July 6-Dec. 7. 8 works. Hanging records.

**PMG.1948.12**  

**TPG.1948.13**  

**TPG.1948.14**  

**1949**

**TPG.1949.1**  

**TPG.1949.2**  
"Paintings by Maurice Sterne." Jan. 29-Mar. 28. 8 works. Hanging records.

**TPG.1949.3**  

**TPG.1949.4**  

**TPG.1949.5**  

**TPG.1949.6**  
"French Prints From Daumier to Matisse." Feb. 6-Mar. 7. 50 works. Hanging records.

**TPG.1949.7**  

**TPG.1949.8**  
"Recent Paintings by Karl Knaths." Mar. 6-29. 15 works. Hanging records.

**TPG.1949.9**  
"Paintings by Joseph Solman." Mar. 13-29. 30 works. Cat.

**TPG.1949.10**  
"Watercolors by John Marin." Apr. 3-May 4. 29 works. Cat.

**TPG.1949.11**  

**TPG.1949.12**  
"Recent Paintings by Bernice Cross." June 12-July 3. 14 works. Cat.

**TPG.1949.13**  

**TPG.1949.14**  
"Contemporary American and European Paintings from the Collection." Summer. Announcement.


"Louisiana Plantations and Other Subjects by Clarence J. Laughlin." Nov. 6-29. Announcement.


1950


"Drawings by Virginia Patterson." May 7-22. Partially reconstructed chklst.


1951


"Advancing French Art." Mar. 4-25. Traveling exhibition organized by the AFA. 7 venues, tour dates [?]. 19 works (40 in other venues). Cat.


TPG.1951.9  "Paintings by Alfred Maurer and Max Weber." June 6-Sept. 16. 11 works. Hanging records.


TPG.1951.11 "Bernice Cross Retrospective." June 26-Sept. 25. 27 works. Hanging records.


TPG.1951.15 "Paintings by James McLaughlin." Nov. 4-30. 15 works. Hanging records.


1952


TPG.1952.4 "Paintings in the Collection by Bonnard." Feb. 3-Mar. 31. 18 works (19 by Mar. 16). Hanging records.


TPG.1952.6 "Paintings by Karl Knaths." Apr. 3-May 30. 16 works (with substitutions). Hanging
records.


TPG.1952.8  "An Exhibition of Paintings by a Group of Washington Artists." Summer. 28 works. Hanging records.

TPG.1952.9  "An Exhibition of Fourteen American Painters." Nov. 2-30. 29 works. Hanging records.


1953


TPG.1953.2  "A Small Exhibition of Abstractions from the Studio of the Late Augustus Vincent Tack." March 3-May 2. 10 works. Hanging records.

TPG.1953.3  "An Exhibition of Paintings From the Katherine S. Dreier Private Collection Bequeathed to The Phillips Collection." March 8-May 2. 17 works. Hanging records and list of gift.


| TPG.1953.8 | "Joint Exhibition: Paintings by Bernice Cross and James McLaughlin." June 7-30. 32 works. Chklst. |
| TPG.1953.12 | "A Loan Exhibition of Early Paintings by Maurice Utrillo." Dec. 6, 1953-Jan. 11, 1954. 25 works. Cat. with essay by DP. |
| 1954 |  |
| TPG.1954.3 | "Retrospective Exhibition of Paintings by Lee Gatch." Apr. 11-May 11. 34 works. Chklst. |
| TPG.1954.8 | "Recent Paintings by Karl Knaths." Oct. 31-Nov. 30. 18 works. Hanging records. |

1955


TPG.1955.4  "Loan Exhibition of Paintings by Bradley Tomlin." Mar. 6-May 3. 7 works. Announcement.

TPG.1955.5  "Abstract Expressionists from the Collection." Mar. 6-May 3. 10 works. Hanging records.


TPG.1955.9  "Some Pioneers of Modern Art." Nov. 5-Dec. 31. 32 works. Hanging records.


1956


TPG.1956.4  "Watercolors by Auguste Rodin." Mar. 4-Apr. 4. Partially reconstructed chklst.

TPG.1956.5  "Drawings by Jean François Millet." Mar. 4-Apr. 4. Announcement.

TPG.1956.6  "Two Photographs by Edward Steichen of Rodin's Balzac." Mar. 4-Apr. 4. 2 works. Announcement.


TPG.1956.9  "Drawings and Prints from the Collection." July [?]-Nov. 9. 40 works. Hanging records.


1957


TPG.1957.3  "Abstract Expressionists from the Collection." Mar. 3-Apr. [?]. 19 works. Hanging


1958


1959


TPG.1959.5 "Paintings by Bonnard from the Collection." Mar. 15-June [?]. 20 works. Hanging records.

TPG.1959.6 "Masterpieces of Eilshemius." May 10-June 1. Organized by and previously exhibited at the Artist's Gallery, New York, Apr. 8-30. 40 works. Cat. with contributions by Lionello Venturi, Marcel Duchamp, Lloyd Goodrich, Jean Charlot, Waldemar George, and DP.

TPG.1959.7 "European and American Contemporaries from the Collection." Summer. Announcement.

TPG.1959.8 "Recent Paintings by Marjorie Phillips." Nov. 11-Dec. 7. 23 works. Hanging records.


1960


TPG.1960.5 "Paintings by Mark Rothko." May 4-31. 7 works. Hanging records.


1961


1962
| TPC.1962.3 | "Mark Tobey." May 6-July 1. 45 works. Cat. |
| TPC.1962.5 | "Drawings From the Collection." Summer. 20 works. Hanging records. |

1963

| TPC.1963.2 | "Alberto Giacometti: A Loan Exhibition." Feb. 7-Mar. 18. 54 works. Cat. with essay by DP. |
| TPC.1963.4 | "The Paintings by Jean-Paul Riopelle Exhibited at the Venice Biennale in 1962." May 12-June 17. Traveling exhibition organized by the National Gallery of Canada. 4
venues, Jan. 10-June 17. 82 works. Cat. with essays by Franco Russoli and J. Russell Harper.

TPC.1963.5 "Drawings from the Collection." Summer. Announcement.


1964


TPC.1964.5 "Drawings From the Collection Including Birds in Flight by Nicolas de Staël." Summer. 37 works. Hanging records.

TPC.1964.6 "The Cubist Period of Jacques Lipchitz: A Loan Exhibition." Oct. 3-Nov. 17. 17 works. Cat. with essay by DP.

TPC.1964.7 "Etienne Hajdu: A Loan Exhibition." Nov. 14-Dec. 27. 30 works. Cat.

1965

TPC.1965.1 "Collages by Robert Motherwell: A Loan Exhibition." Jan. 2-Feb. 15. 30 works. Cat. with foreword by Sam Hunter.

TPC.1965.3 "Retrospective Exhibition of Paintings by Karl Knaths." Apr. 3-May 13. 29 works. Cat.


TPC.1965.5 "Paintings by Marjorie Phillips: A Retrospective Exhibition." July 1-Aug. 2. Organized by the Munson-Williams-Proctor Institute (Utica, N.Y.) in cooperation with the Art Department of Hamilton College, Clinton, N.Y. 2 venues, May 2-Aug. 2. 37 works. Cat. with essay by Joseph S. Trovato.

TPC.1965.6 "Drawings from the Collection." Aug. 1-Sept. [?]. Partially reconstructed chklst.


1966

TPC.1966.1 "Birds in Contemporary Art: A Loan Exhibition." Feb. 12-Mar. 31. 50 works. Cat. with essay by MP.

TPC.1966.2 "Paintings by Arthur Dove From the Collection." Apr. 9-May 30. 35 or 36 works. Chklst.


TPC.1966.4 "Drawings from the Collection." July 9-Sept. 6. 38 works. Hanging records.


<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Year</th>
<th>Exhibition Title</th>
<th>Dates</th>
<th>Details</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1967</td>
<td><em>Paintings and Drawings by Pierre Bonnard: An Exhibition from The Phillips Collection and the Collections of Mrs. Duncan Phillips and Mr. and Mrs. Laughlin Phillips.</em></td>
<td>Jan. 7-Feb. 28</td>
<td>20 paintings, 14 prints and drawings. Cat. with posthumous essay by DP.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td><em>Kokoschka.</em></td>
<td>Feb. 1-28</td>
<td>19 works. Cat. with introduction by MP.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td><em>Recent Stables by Alexander Calder.</em></td>
<td>Apr. 8-May 30</td>
<td>7 works. Cat. with essay by MP.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td><em>Prints and Drawings from the Collection.</em></td>
<td>July 15-Aug. 31</td>
<td>47 works. Hanging records.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td><em>Paintings by Sam Gilliam.</em></td>
<td>Oct. 7-Nov. 14</td>
<td>12 works. Cat.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
TPC.1968.3  "Drawings and Prints from the Collection." Mar. 16-Apr. 7. 21 works. Hanging records.

TPC.1968.4  "Recent Paintings and Drawings: Youngerman." Apr. 20-May 31. 46 works. Cat. with essay by MP.


1969


TPC.1969.5  "Loan Exhibition of Contemporary Paintings." May 10-June 22. 24 works. Cat.


1970


1971


TPC.1971.4  "Seven Loans from the Gifford and Joann Phillips Collection." May 8-June 20. 7 works. Hanging records.


TPC.1971.9  "A Small Loan Exhibition of Washington Artists at The Phillips Collection." Dec. 4,
1971-Jan. 12, 1972. 40 works. Cat. with introduction by MP.

1972


TPC.1972.2 "Contemporary Sculpture: A Loan Exhibition." Apr. 8-June 15. 14 works. Cat.

TPC.1972.3 "Paintings by Julian Alden Weir." May 6-June 8. Traveling exhibition organized by TPC. 3 venues, May 6-Oct. 5. 22 works (20 in tour). Cat. with foreword by MP, essay by Mahonri Sharp Young, and writings by DP.

TPC.1972.4 "Drawings and Prints from the Collection." July. 52 works. Hanging records.


TPC.1972.7 "'The Migration of the Negro' by Jacob Lawrence." Sept. 10-Oct. 23. 60 works.
Announcement.


1973


TPC.1973.2 "Watercolors by Dan Yellow Kuhne." Mar. 3-Apr. 1. 3 works. Cat. with essay by Richard Friedman.
TPC.1973.3  "Steve Szabo, Ron Stark." Apr. 7-May 1. 50 works. Cat. with artists' statements.


TPC.1973.6  "Yuri Schwebler: 2 as 3 Sculptures." July 1-Sept. 30[?]. 5 works. Cat. with artist's statement.


TPC.1973.12  "Frank Stella." Nov. 3-Dec. 2. 5 works. Cat. with essay by Richard Friedman.


1974

TPC.1974.1  "Arnold Kramer." Jan. 5-Feb. 3. 35 works. Cat.


TPC.1974.5  "Carla Lavatelli." June I-Sept. 15. 5 works. Cat.


1975


TPC.1975.2  "Wendy V. Watriss, Frederick Baldwin." Jan. 11-Feb. 22. 46 works. Cat.


TPC.1975.4  "Walter Bohanan." Apr. 19-June 1. 27 works. Cat.


Hanging records.


TPC.1975.9  "Paintings by Henryk Stazewski." Oct. 18-Nov. 30. 27 works. Cat. with foreword by LP and essay by Gregory Battock.


1976


TPC.1976.2  "Glenn Rudolph." Jan. 3-25. 50 works. Cat. with artist's statement.


Hanging records.


1977


1977. 96 works. Cat. with essay by John Harvith and artist’s memoir.

40 works. Cat. with introduction by Jan K. Muhlert and appreciation by Vincent Melzac.


1978

25 works. Cat. with artist’s statement and essay by Judith Goldman.


TPC.1978.4  "John Walker." May 20-June 18. 20 works. Cat. with foreword by LP and essay by Andrew Forge.


TPC.1978.7  "Recent Paintings and Serigraphs by Batuz." July 29-Aug. 27. Monograph with essays by Pietro M. Bardi, Rafael Squirru, Frank Getlein, Dieter Rante, and Joseph H. Hirshhorn.


1979


by TPC. 4 venues, Feb. 17-Nov. 25. 54 works. Cat. with foreword by LP, essay by Harry F. Gaugh, and appreciation by Robert Motherwell.

TPC.1979.3

TPC.1979.4

TPC.1979.5
"From the Permanent Collection: Paintings and Watercolors by Maurice Prendergast." Summer. 9 works. Press release.

TPC.1979.6

TPC.1979.7

TPC.1979.8

TPC.1979.9

TPC.1979.10
"Ray Parker: Recent Paintings." Oct. 20-Nov. 25. 34 works. Cat. with forewords by LP and James McLaughlin, and appreciations by Barbara Rose, Vered Lieb, Diane Waldman, and Natalie Edgar.


TPC.1980.4  "Leon Spilliaert: Symbol and Expression in 20th Century Belgian Art." Apr. 18-June 8. Traveling exhibition organized by TPC in concert with the Belgian government and Belgium Today, a national program in the United States honoring the 150th anniversary of Belgian Independence. 2 venues, Apr. 18-Aug. 31. 57 works. Cat. with foreword by LP and Robert C. Cafritz, and essays by Frank Edebau, Patricia Farmer, and France-Claire Legrand.


TPC.1980.7  "Joyce Tenneson." July 26-Sept. 7. 24 works. Cat. with introduction by David Tannous.


TPC.1980.9  "Paintings by Judy Bass, Sherry Zvares Kasten and Ioannis Glykokokalos." Oct. 25-
Dec. 7. 60 works (15 by Bass, 14 by Kasten, and 21 by Glykokokalos). Cat. for each artist with essay by David Tannous.


1981


TPC.1981.7 [Dufy Paintings in The Phillips Collection]. October. 9 works. Partially reconstructed chklst.

68 works. Cat. with essays by Linda Walpert, Garnett McCoy, Elisabeth S. Sussman, and Nancy E. Miller.


1982


1983


TPC.1983.2* "Vilhelm Hammershoi: Painter of Stillness and Light." Feb. 16-Mar. 27. Traveling exhibition co-organized by TPC and the Danish Ministries of Foreign and Cultural Affairs in conjunction with the American cultural celebration Scandinavia Today. 2 venues, Jan. 7-Mar. 27. 73 works. Cat. with preface by LP and essay by Thorkild Hansen.


foreword by LP and essay by Denys Sutton.

**TPC.1983.7***


**TPC.1983.8***


**TPC.1983.9***


**TPC.1983.10***


**TPC.1983.11***


**1984**

**TPC.1984.1***


**TPC.1984.2***

"Jacob Lawrence: 'The Migration Series' (1940-1941)." Gallery 900, University of The District of Columbia. Feb. 2-29. 30 works. Cat. with introductory statements by LP and Charles A. Young, and essay.

**TPC.1984.3***


**TPC.1984.4***

"Bonnard: The Late Paintings." June 9-Aug. 25. Traveling exhibition co-organized by TPC, Centre Georges Pompidou, Paris, and the Dallas Museum of Art. 3 venues,
Feb. 23-Nov. 11. 61 works (59 in Paris, 57 in Dallas). Cat. with introduction by John Russell and essays by Sasha M. Newman, Steven A. Nash, Jean Clair, Antoine Terrasse, Margrit Hahnloser-Ingold, and Jean-François Chevrier.

TPC.1984.5

TPC.1984.6

TPC.1984.7
James McLaughlin Memorial Staff Show." Dec. 8, 1984-Jan. 6, 1985. 42 works. Cat. Henceforth the annual staff show was renamed in memory of James McLaughlin, the museum's former curator.

1985

TPC.1985.1

TPC.1985.2

TPC.1985.3

TPC.1985.4

TPC.1985.5
Thomas Downing." June 8-Sept. 8. 5 works. Cat.

TPC.1985.6
Simon Gouverneur." June 8-Sept. 8. 16 works. Cat. with artist's statement.

TPC.1985.7
Christopher Gardner." June 8-Sept. 8. 2 works. Cat.

TPC.1985.8*
organized by TPC and circulated by the Mid-America Art Alliance. 8 venues, Sept. 13, 1985-Dec. 31, 1986. 50 works. Chklst.

TPC.1985.9
"Susan Rothenberg." Sept. 21-Nov. 17. 16 works. Cat. with foreword by Willem de Looper and essay by Eliza Rathbone.

TPC.1985.10

TPC.1985.11

TPC.1985.12

TPC.1985.13

1986

TPC.1986.1
"James Wolfe." Jan. 25-Apr. 27. 4 works (outdoor sculpture installation). Cat.

TPC.1986.2
"Indian Art Today: Four Artists from the Chester and Davida Herwitz Family Collection." Feb. 22-Apr. 6. 59 works. Cat. with foreword by LP, and essays by Partha Mitter and David A. Herwitz.

TPC.1986.3

TPC.1986.4*

TPC.1986.5
"American Watercolors from The Permanent Collection." Apr. 12-May 25. 20 works. Cat.

TPC.1986.6

TPC.1986.7
"Duncan Phillips: Centennial Exhibition." June 14-Aug. 31. 207 works. Cat. with foreword by LP, introduction by Eliza E. Rathbone, essay by Law B. Watkins, and
chronology by Erika Passantino and Sarah Martin.

**TPC.1986.8**  

**TPC.1986.9**  
"Emile Zola and the Art of His Time." Oct. 4-Nov. 9. 37 works. Cat. with introduction by Alison Hilton.

**TPC.1986.10**  

**TPC.1986.11**  

**TPC.1986.12**  

1987

**TPC.1987.1**  
"Leland Bell." Jan. 24-Mar. 15. 41 works. Cat. with introduction by Nicholas Fox Weber.

**TPC.1987.2**  

**TPC.1987.3**  

**TPC.1987.4**  
"John Van Alstine." May 16-June 28. 3 works (outdoor sculpture installation). Cat. with introduction by Linda Johnson.

**TPC.1987.5**  

**TPC.1987.6**  
"After Matisse." June 20-Aug. 16. Traveling exhibition organized by Independent


1988


TPC.1988.2 "Guillermo Roux." Feb. 6-Apr. 3. 50 works. Cat. with essays by Willem de Looper and Rafael Squirru.


1989


TPC.1989.3 "The Return of the Master Paintings." Apr. 22-Aug. 27. 120 works. Hanging records.

TPC.1989.4 "John McCarty." Sept. 23-Dec. 3. 3 works (outdoor sculpture installation). Cat.


1990


TPC.1990.5 "Steven Bickley." June 2-Aug. 26. 3 works (outdoor sculpture installation). Cat. with text by Elizabeth Chew.

TPC.1990.6 "Nicolas de Staël in America." June 9-Sept. 9. Traveling exhibition organized by TPC. 2 venues, June 9-Dec. 31. 91 works. Cat. with essays by Eliza E. Rathbone, Nicholas
Fox Weber, and John Richardson.

TPC.1990.7  
"Men of the Rebellion: The Eight and Their Associates at The Phillips Collection."

TPC.1990.8  

TPC.1990.9  

TPC.1990.10  

TPC.1991.1  

TPC.1991.2  

TPC.1991.3  

TPC.1991.4  

TPC.1991.5  
"Peter Stevens." May 24-Sept. 22. 7 works. Cat. with interview of the artist.

TPC.1991.6  
works. Cat. with essay by Elizabeth Hutton Turner.


1992


TPC.1992.4  "Outdoor Sculpture: Lisa Scheer." June 6-Sept. 27. 1 work. Cat.


TPC.1992.6a-c  "Dialogue With Nature: Nine Contemporary Sculptors." An exhibition in 3 parts:


TPC.1992.7  "Two Lives: Georgia O'Keeffe and Alfred Stieglitz, A Conversation in Paintings and

TPC.1992.8


1993

TPC.1993.1


TPC.1993.2


TPC.1993.3


1994

TPC.1994.1


TPC.1994.2

"The Studios of Henri Matisse." Jan. 29-Apr. 17. 2 works. Wall text (focus exhibition with The Painter in his Studio, winter 1916-17; Musée National d'Art Moderne, Centre Georges Pompidou, Paris.


TPC.1994.7  "James McLaughlin Memorial Staff Show." Dec. 8-29. 32 works. Chklst.

1995


TPC.1995.2  "British Art from the Permanent Collection." Mar. 21-June 4. 20 works. Chklst.


1996


1997


1998


with essays by Charles S. Moffett, Eliza E. Rathbone, Katherine Rothkopf, and Joel Isaacson; catalogue entries by Rathbone, Rothkopf, and Lisa Portnoy Stein; and weather chronology compiled by Rathbone and translated by Stein.

TPC.1998.6